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Esteemed medical interpreters,  

During this special holiday season, I wanted to provide you with some of my predictions for the 

coming year, and thoughts on the impact these predictions may have for medical interpreters 

throughout the country.  While I am not a fortune teller, as co-founder of the National Board of 

Certification of Medical Interpreters with many years lobbying experience on national 

reimbursement and other critical health care issues on Capitol Hill, and as a partner to Columbia 

University on a major research project comparing the efficacy of nationally certified vs. qualified 

and ad-hoc  interpreters, I am in a unique position to share insights into the many significant 

initiatives well underway that will likely impact all of you.   

We are on the cusp of a major paradigm shift in the medical interpretation industry. As most of 

you know, there are two certification boards for medical interpreters; The National Board of 

Certification for Medical Interpreters (www.certifiedmedicalinterpreters.org) and Certification 

Commission for Healthcare Interpreters ( www.cchicertification.org).  More and more medical 

interpreters are seeking formal certification.  There are approximately 2,300 certified medical 

interpreters nationally, today, representing a significant increase over the past year.  Medical 

interpreters have been yearning to have appropriate recognition and the financial compensation 

commensurate with the significant talent, energy, and contribution that they make to the health 

care industry.   

As a result of the increase in the demand for certified medical interpreters coupled with the 

significant increase in the number of Limited English Proficient (LEP) patients enrolling onto the 

Affordable Care Act, I believe that in 2015 we will see:   

 Exponential and rapid growth in the number of certified medical interpreters 

 Increased grant availability to offset certification expenses.  (There is a dire need to get 

more interpreters certified, and as a result of this demand, commercial, charitable and 

philanthropic organizations will make more grant money available to assist interpreters.) 

 Greater numbers of hospitals will insist that their staff interpreters become nationally 

certified.   

 Growth in language access reimbursement opportunities for hospitals across the country 

through various insurance programs. 

 Columbia University Mailman School of Public Health will publish their research report 

on the efficacy of using credentialed medical interpreters vs. other types of medical 

interpreters.  This report will be catalyst for national reimbursement from the Center of 

Medicare and Medicaid Services. We will not see the full effects in 2015, but I predict 

that this research paper will be the final linchpin in an overall comprehensive 

Government reimbursement program for language access services.  

These subjects are high on the list of critical priorities for the entire health care 

market.  Everyone is asking why?  The answer is simple: 

http://www.certifiedmedicalinterpreters.org/
http://www.cchicertification.org/


It has been said that this country is a “mixing bowl”.   It is no secret that the diversity of the mix 

is increasing exponentially.  The individuals that make up that diverse mix and the health care 

professionals that serve them both want the same thing: quality communication and 

understanding, safety, and cost effectiveness for all.   

This simple precept is backed by the natural evolution we have all witnessed: 

 Technology has increased the ability of all parties to have a voice and a choice.  

 The quality of patient care, the safety of those patients and the monies expended to 

ensure common understanding between patients and providers are inextricably tied 

together.   

 By raising the bar on the quality of interpretation, we are establishing a new and 

repeatable standard for quality.   

 By eventually overcoming the barriers to reimbursement, we recover valuable funding 

that can be used to enhance the health care industry mission and the resulting 

commitment to patients.   

 Patients win, health care workers win, Certified Interpreters win, the hospital 

administrative and financial staff wins, and insurance providers win.  It’s all pros and no 

cons. At the end of the day, the most valued part of the equation is the certified medical 

interpreter. 

In closing, I can say with confidence that 2015 will be a pivotal year for medical interpreters.  

We are finally at a time where all of the hard work of so many people in the medical 

interpretation field is being valued, recognized and respected.  It is often said that nothing easy 

can change overnight.  This paradigm shift certainly did not happen in one night. As a matter of 

fact, it has been years in the making.  Getting a nationally certified standard in place was a 

magnificent start, and a milestone which allowed for recognition long overdue to be offered to 

the medical interpreter.  

This year will bring a pivotal shift in the way everyone perceives the value and importance of the 

work performed by medical interpreters.  The results spawned by effective communication that 

are so incredibly self-evident will require acknowledgement, action and achievement. Action 

where patients, doctors, nurses and technicians interact and achievement where hospital 

administrative staff and insurance companies cooperate.   

As we draw to a close on 2014 and welcome this new and exciting year and watch it unfold 

before our eyes, I want to thank you, the certified medical interpreters for the hard work you 

have done and will continue to do, and for your meticulous attention to detail during critical 

interpretation sessions and for the energy you expend on the behalf of others (patients and 

practitioners) in the health care field. 

Happy Holidays and a Happy, Healthy and Successful 2015! 
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